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About This Game

This game is a casual Bingo game where you need to collect all the numbers needed for Bingo.
Once you get the Bingo, you get to meet new girls that want to play with you.

Game Features:
* nice artwork

* relaxing background music
* casual Bingo gameplay
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scary and funny and scary. doesn't work on oculus. At first i brought this game on ps3 and i realy hated it and sold it the next
day but now i got it as a gift on pc its fanatsic
Pros: fun
fast paced
nice start up
customzation of battlion
cons:
voice controls are not great if you have a accent (so forced to go mousey mouse ......... no biggy)
generic story line
the camera (it HAS to stick to a unit )
limeted units on feild (but hell who dosnt want to have over 40 units plowing through enemy while going to the other side of the
map in all rts )
not realy much to diffrernce between factions (its a small modifyer for each faction and a diffrent skin and wmds basicly do the
same thing would be kinda nice to have a dedicated unique unit for the faction ). Well it started like a boring simple tower
defense game but in the middle of the campaing it turned up to be solid on some of the levels, plus the survival mode seemed
fun for some time.

positives:
+some levels are quite good and require a bit of skill and management
+survival mode , basically endless mode
+steam achievements
+steam trading cards
+from what I've seen the devs tend to respond and fix bugs
+even thou its short and somewhat funny, the loading screen comics were somewhat funny
+you can play the game while doing other things at the same time

negatives:
(no shortcuts, fixed by devs with an update, WELL DONE)
-many levels are just dull or require no effort at all
-dont see a huge difference between difficulty levels
-buggy graphics unless you play in window mode
-ported game,maybe I'm mistaken for this but it feels like this,and its not optimized for PC
-unless you use the speed up button feels slugish/laggish
-rpg elements/leveling are simple
-only two different type of enemies, basing this on what type of towers you need to use to kill them and not on their
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looks,dmg,health etc

OVERALL: 4/10

I reccomend it cause to be honest I had fun on some of the levels and some of them were pretty well done, but .... there is always
a but, only you get the game on a huge discount, not worth the full price.. 10\/10 really fun really hard. Great game :-). Fun for a
few hours and its legit $3 so why not buy it. I got to repair, plot course, and navigate a submarine, which was nice.. One of the
best DLC's out there today in terms of extra content outside of normal gameplay. Beautiful soundtrack and lovely artwork for
all your colouring needs. Highly suggest you buy this if you have younger children\/siblings, or just want to hear an amazing
soundtrack!
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Abandoned unfinished Project! Avoid!. First

Very Good

Nice game to chill out to. This is a game. You play it. Then you turn it off. For me, I played it some. I also played other games. I
like chocolate.

I hope that helps you make an informed decision.. DLC is for fans of Vector 36 like me. The forth garage slot is nice far into
the game and the new garage is quite beautiful, you see other people working on their skimmer, too. New music fits in with the
rest (Love Drum'n'Bass)
Mainly bought it to support the great Dev (one Guy), but it does exactly what it says.. Played previous edition while I was 8 or
9... That edition was awesome, good old days.

Well, this edition doesn't work on Windows 10 1703. Nothing more to say.. A bit too short and a bit too simple. There isn't an
awful lot to do, see or buy in this game. But what little it has is really well done.. Bridge 2 is the successor of Bridge Project, to
keep it short and sweet; i own the first part and ill show you the pros and cons...

Tutorial:

B2: You cant skip it, you have to do it

Difficulty:

Can\u00b4t choose it you have to begin with the Easy Campain - Level 1 - ?, one after another, 1.2.3.4.----; remind me of a
school day....*headache*

Graphics: Looks real nice, fluid and good choiced colors.

Music: Nice ambient music

Sfx: Normal, nothing bad

The only 2 things i really hate are:

1. The Tutorial (not skipable ^^)
2. the very strict level tree

Can i recommend the game...?...Yes, but its no game for badass hardcore shooter cracks.

Stay away!
Aviod it if you can!
Take it if you get it as a gift!
Interesting game!
GOOD GAME, KEEP IT UP, DEVS!
Best game of its kind!
Superb Game, if you dont have it, nobody can help you! ^^. This is a good, complex RTS that allows amazing levels of
ship/station customization.. This is a GREAT game and had me hooked from the start wish it had a little more to the gameplay
itself but a solid game enjoyed how you could pick up stuff and put it together to fix stuff up and sell it. I found myself playing
the game over and over in an attempt to sell stuff for more than I did the game before trying to set a higher score. Only
downside is the online score is a joke its been hacked and they cant be bothered to fix and reset it sadly but that didnt screw it
for me because I was setting a personal score I didnt care too much about the online score.. So I saw this and it reminded me of
that other game where you are trapped on an island and must survive, but only in VR. Great idea and I love it.
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However... The FPS is jumping around a lot which really hurts the eyes, makes you have motion sickness, and isn't great for the
experience the game is trying to give you. Not only that but it is unclear how to make items. I spend 4 minutes trying to figure
out how to make a axe. Then you have the character talking to you (himself) about how he needs to do something/what he needs
before he does something. At first it was helpful but after 10 minutes it gets old after the 4th time of him explaining how to get
rope.

Really if they fixed the FPS and make it where he just says something once or twice then it would be a okay game. As it is, not
really worth the try.
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